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INTRODUCTION
A pressure ulcer (PrU) is any skin lesion over a bony prominence resulting from prolonged exposure to pressure that causes
capillary occlusion and eventually tissue necrosis. PrUs are associated with complications (e.g., chronic wounds, amputations,
septic infections, and premature deaths) with deterioration in overall prognosis [1-3]. Most PrUs are avoidable, however, annual
treatment costs (likely $9.1–11.6 billion) are thought to be greater than costs of prevention, making prevention a priority [35]
. Residence in a NH is a major PrU risk, and the limited mobility prevalent among NH residents increases the intensity and
duration of pressure exposure – two factors leading to PrU development [6, 7]. The universally accepted approach to prevention
is to minimize pressure exposure through frequent moving/repositioning (hereafter referred to as repositioning) for residents
clinically assessed as at-risk (typically Braden Scale score < 18) [8,9]. The existing standard-of-care is 2 hour resident repositioning
(q2h) for PrU prevention. This standard was derived from a simple observational study and a small experimental study conducted
in 1962 [10].
My research team recently completed a 10 NH paired-facility randomized intervention study which tested a cueing
intervention that prompted multidisciplinary involvement in moving all residents. The system-wide approach delivered tailored
musical cues every 2 hours (12 hrs. /day, 7 days/wk.) cueing ancillary NH staff (e.g., housekeeping, administration, etc.) to
encourage mobile, but inactive residents to move, while also reminding nursing staff to reposition bed-bound and less-mobile
residents; the rationale for this approach was that ancillary staff encouragement of resident mobility would free nursing staff to
reposition those residents who needed assistance. Cueing supports storage of the regularly scheduled task of repositioning in
staff memory that is required by the protocol and reinforces timely recall and performance of this task, even in the presence of
distracting intrusive events. The result of this trial improved consistency in meeting standards of care and reduction in undesired
variation in the occurrence and timing of care delivery. Data from this 10 facility trial showed that residents in treatment NHs were
45% less likely to develop a facility-acquired PrU than residents in comparison NHs. The musical cueing [11,12] reminded staff of the
requirements for care delivery, improved consistency in meeting standards of care, and decreased undesired variation in the care
delivered [11,12]. Furthermore, results showed the benefits of moving all NH residents regularly, not just residents deemed to be at
risk. This trial suggests a need for a paradigm shift in how nursing delivers care because it supports the view that even mobile/
lower risk residents can benefit from moving.
Movement, fundamentally linked to health status and quality of life, contributes to the development of PrUs if absent;
therefore, nursing care that includes movement/repositioning of residents is instrumental to PrU prevention — but how often is
movement required and how can staff be facilitated using cues to decrease variation in prevention approaches? More recently,
visco-elastic (VE) (high-density foam) support-surfaces, which redistribute pressure, reducing point pressure, have been used to
minimize pressure intensity.VE makes it possible to consider having residents lie in one position for a longer period of time, and
thus two recent studies have challenged the q2h repositioning standard [13,14]. However, much work and scientific inquiry remain.
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PrU prevention has been especially challenging in NHs, where residents are often more frail, are admitted for longer stays, and
usually have limited mobility.
In order to achieve my goals of improved care outcomes from the patient/resident and staff perspectives, it is critical
to focus contributions on improving nursing staff’s ability to implement best practices for common, yet seemingly intractable
geriatric conditions, such as PrUs, by integrating movement of residents into everyday care delivery practices. My theoretical and
scientific work effected change in behavior of NH care providers as well as residents, and thus ultimately holds promise to reduce
incidence of PrUs, improving care quality and yielding cost savings within the health care sector – dollars that could be allocated
to other important care issues or on improving access.
Cueing that facilitates integration of movement/mobility into evidence-based criteria guiding nursing practice could
enable more consistent implementation of prevention protocols [11]. Furthermore, in order for nursing staff to engage effectively
in achieving meaningful outcomes and for interventions to be successful, prevention approaches should be nurse-led and
designed to facilitate the work of staff on the front lines of care delivery. While interpreting the results of the aforementioned
trial, our team was the first to postulate the impact of the occupational subculture of nursing on guideline implementation;
this led me to collaborate in developing and validating the Nursing Culture Assessment Tool (NCAT) — the first of its kind – to
assess this subculture [15]. This scholarship has broadened nursing’s understanding of how work context influences intervention
implementation and adoption by identifying the nursing subculture as a potentially modifiable factor that either promotes PrU
prevention or poses a barrier to program implementation. This method of considering implementation is innovative because
the NCAT measure focuses directly on the nursing workgroup rather than measuring the general NH culture. The use of team
members’ collective knowledge, experiences, and efforts, can lead to an improvement in care delivery processes in which the
whole can be greater than the sum of its parts.
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